
 Rainforests, Term 3 + 4, Home Learning Grid 

 
 

The title of the book includes alliteration - Fantastic Fox.  

Make a list of 5 animal names and adjectives e.g. Dangerous 

Duck, Gruesome Goat. 

Draw a picture of each animal.  

Scan pictures and upload onto Google Classroom via Google 

docs. 

 

Design a new machine that might help the farmer 

to catch Mr. Fox. Write instructions for how to 

work the machine. Scan picture and upload into 

Google Classroom. 

 

Make a rainforest survival guide.  Include a kit 

list, dangerous animals to watch out for, health 

and safety instructions and a diagram of how to 

build a shelter (with labels). 

Upload onto Google Classroom via Google docs. 
 

Create an invitation to Mr 

Fox's amazing feast.  Include 

the menu for the meal and 

persuasive reasons to come. 
Upload onto Google Classroom via 

Google docs. 

 Use computing software to create 

your own animated version of the 

story. Upload onto Google Classroom 

(if the file is too big please email to 

year4@crossways.org.uk 

 

Design a rainforest fitness routine.  

Record using diagrams, photos or film.  

Upload onto Google Classroom. 

Be creative- think of your own task linked to the rainforest. 
Upload onto Google Classroom. 

 

Year 4, Home Learning Grid 1 

Please choose at least 4 of the activities below. Completed work must be uploaded to Google Classroom by Friday 6th November 2020. 

Google Classroom link: https://classroom.google.com/   

Compulsory task 

Find out some mathematical facts about the trees in the 

Amazon rainforest.  Which type tree is the tallest?  

Which one is the widest?  How old is the oldest tree? 

Upload onto Google Classroom via Google docs. 

Compulsory Task 

Design and make a rainforest model.  What could you use 

from our natural environment?  How tall do the trees 

need to be? Make sure you label the 4 layers of the 

rainforest: emergent, canopy, understory, and forest 

floor. Take a photo and upload to Google Classroom.  

We will be reading the book in class in Term 2 but 

we would encourage you to read it at home too! 

https://classroom.google.com/

